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In Food Service

Dor_m Reps Ask Changes
By Martha Booth
The first meeting of this year's Food Service Committee adjourned after a two-hour exchange between
La Posada management and student-dormitory
representatives with a decision to meet weekly until
some of the problems aired at last Thursday's meeting
are straightened out.
Food Service Manager Jack Lockett said La Posada
~anagem~n~ has already taken the following steps to
tmprove dmmg-hall service:
-Dishes are warmed before
meals to help keep food hot;
-The Physical Plant Dept. was
asked to insnect all kitcher equipment, such as grills and steamers
.
'
to msure that it is functioning
properly;
-Meetings were held with La
Posada staff to stress the impbrtance of food quality and service; and,
-A dining-hall suggestion box is
being checked regularly.
Of the 10 students attending the
meeting, only one-Bruce A. ·
Cutler
of
Laguna/De Vargas-presented a
prepared list of complaints and
suggested remedies.
Cutler suggested that:
-At breakfast students be allowed a choice of
either two glasses of milk and one of orange juice, or
vice versa. This would give an alternative to people
who arc not milk drinkers, he said, and it might even
save money as the unit cost of a glass of orange juice is
10 cents compilr.~4-lo~7.Q cents for milk;
-Information on=tne'· composition of the ham-

burgers and chicken-fried steak be made available to
the committee and that periodicals listing food with
prices be brought to the next meeting for committee
consideration; and
-Some other food items be sacrificed in· order to
offer more fresh fruit.
Another student said, "i don't know anybody who
gets up for Saturday · breakfast," and he suggested
that the dining hall serve Saturday brunch instead.
Bob Schulte, director of Housing
and Food Services, said this
couldn't be done, because it would
be a "breach of contract" to serve
19 meals instead of 20.
Several students spoke up to
agree with a suggestion that a sacklunch option be offered on Saturdays. It has been a major complaint, said one, that if a student
gets an opportunity for a Saturday
picnic, he must go outside the
dining hall to buy something.
Most of the representatives complimented the salad bar that was set
up this year, saying, "It was a good
idea."
Lockett also outlined "special
menus" that are planned for the
next few weeks:
Sept. 22-Spanish dinner, featuring chiles
rellenos and, if possible, live guitar music.
Oct. 27-T-bone steak (12 oz.) night.
And in late October, submarine sandwiches the
students will make for, themselves, buf(et style.
Schulte said the management would discuss the
students' suggestions, and the cost of 1mplementing
them, and would bring the results t'l the next meeting.

UNM State Fai-r Exhibits
Focus on ·Mars and Stars
By Lynda Sparber
The image of UNM is not exactly
rosy throughout the state-visions
of the Love Lust po.em and the·
student riots still float about. The
UNM exhibit in the Scienc·e and
Industry Building at the New
Mexico State Fair is in part in. tended to dispel these impressions.
The exhibit this year has
departed, though, from the past
tendency towards University public
relations and focused more on
specific achievements at the
University.
Astronomy takes the majority of
space at the fair exhibit, with two
photographic displays featured.
The largest pictorials display
centers on the Viking I mission to
Mars. Color pictures sent back to
Earth by the vessel reveal the Mars
terrain. The flight route and artist's
conceptions in poster-size pri"nts
~re also featured.
The photos were provided by the
Jet Proptilsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, Calif. UNM Geology
professor Dr. Klaus Keil worked
with the lab as a member of the
Viking's X-ray fluorescence team.
Dr. John Ulrich of the medical
school worked on method~ to
sterilize the spaceship.
A second photo display was
loaned to the exhibit by Dr.
Michael Zeilik, a pmfessor of .
astronomy. The photos featurp
brilliantly-colored space views:
galaxies, planets, . and science
fiction-like terrains,
For the mechanized arts fanatics,
a "drawing machine" built and
designed by UNM graduate Mark
Stalnaker will be in operation. The
machine
produces· intl'icate
geometric designs on a turntable

using inking needles suspendea
from pendulums. The motorized
machine produces spirograph-like
designs.
The art forms of different
cultures of the world are displayed
in a showcase of ceremonial masks.
The masks, ranging from abstract
human faces to demons to animal
likenesses, were provided by the
Maxwell Museum.

The results will be mailed to the
"patients" after processing.
The UNM exhibit is in the
Science and Industry building on
the Fairgrounds Gust northeast of
the Spanish Village.) This is UNM's
14th year at the State Fair.
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Lester Maddox
Unacceptable To
NM Third Party
Editor's note: This is the second of
a series on non-major party candidates.
By Robert R. Lee
The American Independent Party
(AlP) is one of five minor parties
that will have a presidential candidate on the ballot in New Mexico.
The national AlP's candidate is
former Georgia Gov. Lester
Maddox, which apparently is not to
the liking of most New Mexico
party members.
Mercedes Phillips, state AlP
chairwoman, said yesterday, "We
just could not endorse him
(Maddox) as a spokesman."
Phillips said Maddox is unacceptable as a candidate because he
is a segregationist.
Maddox was nominated Aug. 27
at a national AlP convention in
Chicago. After the nomination, the
state AlP disassociated itself from
the national party, and endorsed
Ronald Reagan and Calif. Gov.
Jerry Brown as its presidential and
vice-presidential candidates.
Phillips said during the petition
drive for Malcolm Dillon, the
party's U.S. Senate candidate, she
talked to many people who
preferred Reagan and Brown to
Maddox. Phillips said the party
then sought to place Reagan and
Brown on the ballot in the state

instead of Maddox.
Phillips said further that this
move was initially accepted, then
rejected by the state attorney
general. Phillips said the attorney
general's last opinion stipulated the
state party must either put the name
of the national nominee on the
ballot or no name at all.
''The idea for our party was to
give people a choice," Phillips said.
"You can't do that with machine
politics. We wanted to give people a
choice, even if it was just in one·
state."
Phillips said further that the
party will now have a write-in ballot
for the presidential race. Phillips
also said, "In the last few years
we've found many (voting)
machines without paper (for writein votes)."
Phillips said she has talked with
both Reagan and Brown, and that
they said they appreciated the
efforts on their behalf, but that
the}\ could not consider themselves
candidates because they had endoded President Ford.
.--Phillips said the aim of the state
AlP is to lose the national party's
right-wing image, and move the
party into mainstream politics.
Phillips' husband, Richard, was
a candidate for state House District
20, until yesterday.
!Continued on page 51
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On more technical lines, the
exhibit includes some spectator
participation projects. An electronic circuitry problem and blockbalancing. ~uzzle are . open to ~i"!lll!i§i::::c
anyone w1shmg to try thetr hand or
patience. A computer information
.;.;
system will have a hotline for .
viewers to obtain their own print
outs.

i

The computer terminal, hooked
up to a main unit on campus, will
give fair-goers print-out maps of
the state and statistics on the
population, property tax valuation,
and resource production of their
home counties.
The display will also feature a
computer-programmed
message
about the universitY. on a television
screen.
Next to the computer display is a
photographic scenario of the
dilapidated dental hygiene complex
on campus. The pictures of falling
walls and an old toilet are placed
next to the artist's rendition of the
proposed new building.
Sharing this display is a section
from the Clinical Nutrition
Laboratory. Sponsors of the
display will offer free blood tests to
check levels of vitamins A and C.

Meter Maid Makes
The car pictured above was illegally parked yesterday for more than one hour, from shortly after 2 p.m.
to 3:15 p.m. It was driven by Sally Marez, a UNM
meter maid, and Was parked directly north of the
Journalism Building on Redondo Drive partially in a
yellow zone and partially in a zone not designated by a
meter (a "B" zone).
A small Fiat occupied the meter-designated space in
front of the yellow zone. Marez's 1969 Ford LTD
sported three parking permits, the most recent being
an "E"-zone permit.

The "B" zone in which the car was parked wa~ the
area Marez was assigned to Wednesday, a parking services official said. The meter at which the Fiat was
parked was expired for more than an hour.
When asked why she parked there, Marez said, "I
had business." She said she had not ticketed the Fiat
because she was not working on meters that day.
However, one car parked at a nearby meter was
ticketed twice by Marez earlier Wednesday once at
10:31 a.m. and again at 1:25 p.m.
'
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Kissinger Begins Shuttle
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
(UPI)-President Julius Nyerere of
Tanz<1nia said Wednesday 4!/z
hours of talks with Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger left him "less
hopeful, less encouraged than
before" about chances for peace in
southern Africa.
Nyerere, leader of the five socalled "front line" Black African
states working to overthrow the
white-minority regime in Rhodesia,
said Kissinger would need a

"I am less hopeful, less encouraged than before," Nyerere
sa.id. "But if this visit clarifies for
the United States the intransigence
of the white minority in southern
Africa, that would not be a
failure."
A spokesman for Kissinger said
the two leaders "discussed in great
details the major issues of South
West Africa (Namibia) and
Rhodesia."
They agreed to meet again next
Tuesday in Dar es Salaam, the
spokesman said, after Kissinger's
trips to Pretoria, South Africa and
Lusaka, Zambia. Kissinger aides ·
earlier said a return visit to Tanzania by the secretary would mean
the talks were going well.
While Kissinger and Nyerere met,
Smith attempted to convince his

t-!ll!"Jl~

Rhodesian Front Party to par•
ticipate in the American effort to
2
stave off racial war in southern
Africa.
>.
At a meeting at Umtali,
'@
Rhodesia, near the troubled border
· Cl
with Mozambique, party officials
8
said Smith will present a plan for
"B
negotiations over majority rule.
~
If he gets a mandate for his plan,
~
he might meet with Kissinger in
Pretoria next week, party officials
•
said. They added the plan would
~ ''miracle', to convince Prime
meet strong opposition.
~ Minister Ian Smith's Rhodesian
Asked repeatedly why he was less
0.. government of the need for
hopeful than before, Nyerere
majority rule.
answered in scholarly, elliptical
However, Nyerere told a news
terms which boiled down to his
conference the first meeting in
frequently rep~ated ·phrases:
Kissinger's
I 0-day
shuttle"Nobody has told me that !an
diplomacy miSSion was not
Smith's regime is convinced of
necessarily a failure.
majority rule ... nobody has told me
that the South Africans are ready to
convene a constitutional conference
on Namibia."
Nyerere seemed most hopeful
about the possibility of a conference to settle the problem of
Namibia. He said it first would be
necessary for the South African
government to accept the participation of the South West
African Peoples' Organization, the
liberation group backed by Black
African countries.
Asked if he and Kissinger had
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP!) - Lebanese and Arab leaders conferred in
made
progress, Nyerere said,
Beirut Damascus and Cairo today in a flurry of diplomatic peace efforts
"What
kind of progress can be
and L~banon's Moslem premier predicted that an end to the nation's civil
made?
We
only exchanged views."
war is "imminent."
While fighting with tanks and rockets continued in Beirut's suburbs
diplomatic efforts were pressed to halt the war in Lebanon before the
scheduled inauguration of President-elect Elias Sarkis Sept. 23.
The optimistic forecast was made in Cairo by Lebanese Premier Rashid
Karami who had conferred with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
Tuesda;, in a statement to the Egyptian state-controlled Middle East News
Agency.
"Cairo's concentrated interest and its intensified contacts to solve the
Chicana Speaker's Series is being initiated MonLebanese problem plus the drop in the intensity of fighting in Lebanon at day.
Sept. 20, at the YWCA downtown al 7:30p.m.
present provide strong evidence that an end to the crisis is imminent," Grace Olivarez:, state planner, will speak on
mt~chismo, ies diverse mean_ings and effects on
Karami said.
Chicanas. Till!) public is invited.
Karami was one of several Lebanese leaders who came to Cairo for talks
Meeting of ASUNM Finance Commiuee Thurs .•
with Sadat and other leaders on ways of resolving the Lebanese conflict Sept.
16, at 2 p.m.ln Rm. 2:SO-ll, SUB. The public is
and how Egypt can help in the peacemaking process.
invited.
While Karami was in Cairo, however, outgoing Christian President
Blue Key meets Sun., Sept, 12, at I p.m. In the
Suleiman Franjieh, in a last-minute power play, stripped him of the key Albuquerque
Federal Bank at Wyoming and Men aut.
ministries of finance and defense. He also named Foreign and Interior
The· Philosophy Club will meet on Fri., Sept. 17 at
Minister Camille Chamoun, a hard~ line Christian militia chief, as "acting 3:30p.m.
in Rm. 149, Woodward Hall, Refreshments
premier" pending Karami's return from Cairo.
will be served at 3 p.m. in the Philosophy Lounge.
Dr. Ira Jaffe will speak on "Film as the Narration of
Franjieh appointed Chamoun as defense minister in Karami's place and Space:
Gtizcn Kane,''
Georges Skaff, a Christian newspaper editor, as minister of finance.
The UNM Simulation Club will meet Sun., Sept. 19
The surprise moves concentrated the ministries of foreign affairs,
from 10 a,m, to 6 p.m. In the Law School Rm. 110.
defenseandinteriorin the handsof the militant rightist Chamoun and were All
people interested in wargames or simulations arc
expected to re-open the longstanding political feud between Franjieh and invited to auend,
Karami, a moderate Moslem leader.
Think about a profession ln nursing. Open
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Arab Leaders
See Quick End
In Lebanon War

House-Orientation for freshmen and sophomores at
The College of Nursing. Information and refreshments, Nursing-Pharmacy Bldg, in the Student
Lounge Sept. 20, 3-S p.m.
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AUerUion studentsl Committee position avallabJ;
for Radio Board IUld Publie<~tion Board. Get involved. Pick Up application at ASUNM Office, 2nd
floor of the SUB. For further Information contact
Pau1 Mansneld at KUNM.

~~

~

~Real Food~

By United Press lnternatronnl

I

Kennedy Probe Reopens

i

WASHINGTON-The House Rules Committee today reversed itself and voted to establish a special committee to reopen the investigations into the assassinations of President Kennedy and Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
·
.
As written the resolution asking the House to set up the committee
would give the special panel powers so broad that it could investi~ate
any death it chose. It was passed, 9-4, and sent to the floor for fmal
approval.
The authorization said the committee would "conduct a full and
complete investigation and study of the circumst<1nces surrounding
the death of John F. Kennedy and the death of Martin Luther King,
Jr., and of any others the Select Committee shall determin.e."
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Life of Penny in Peril
WASH!NGTON-The Treasury Department said today it is
carefully considering eliminating the half-dollar and the penny, a:nd
minting a new, lighter $1 coin.
Mary Brooks, director of the Mint, told a news conference the
department has not yet decided whether to make the move suggested
by a research firm-but a decision may come later this year.
Results of the recently-completed study indicate Americans hoard
pennies, rarely use half-dollar coins and almost never use the
Eisenhower silver dollar.
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Nurse Slayer Denied Parole

·:

Earthquakes Kill 5 in Italy
UDINE, Italy-A series of strong earthquakes felt in six European
countries brought new destruction and death today in the hills of northeastern Italy, where nearly 1,000 persons died in a quake four months ago.
Police said at least five persons died and more than 20 were injured
in about two dozen shocks that rocked the Friuli region.

Williatn Shatner

Carter~Thanks'Repubficans
DES MOINES, Iowa-The latest conversation piece in Republican
Lt. Gov. Arthur Neu's office is the thank-you note he received Monday from Jimmy Carter.
Carter thanked Neu for "your fine endorsement and your pledge of
support."
The note was meant to recognize an endorsement Carter got from
38 Democrats during the National Lieutenant Governors' Conference
in July. But it also was mistakenly sent to 11 Republicans.
Neu's office got a telephoned apology from Carter's staff Tuesday.
"In the meantime," said Neu aide Gary Thomas, "we're having a
little fun with it. It's kind of a different touch."
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STUDENT INITIATED COURSES
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Homemade Soups Daily
Breakfast • Lnneh • Dinner
3 D -l.Jy Meal Specials

UNDERGRADUATESENUNARPROGRAM

1\llltleat~ From Keller's Farms
All Or~aule /No t•res~rvatives

We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students for one
credit hour undergraduate seminars for Semester II, 1976-77.

Soda Fountain

Proposals should be made on a form, which is available, together with
information on the program and some guidelines for proposals, at the
Honors Center (g!ound level), west wing of the Humanities Building).

PROGRAM TO INCLUDE STAR TREK HIGHLIGHTS
t:....

AVAILABLE AT:
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080

DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING PROPOSALS IS
.2687040
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SUB for Student Discount
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GENERAL STORE

!

SEPTEMBER 24, 1976

'·· u

THURSD.AV, OCTOBER 14, 1976
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKETS $4.00 and $5 .. 00

2933 Monte Vista NE
Right Behind The Triangle
7-10

:

STATEV!LLE, Ill.-The Illinois Parole Board today denied parole
for convicted mass murderer Richard Speck at his first hearing since
he was sentenced to 400 to 1,200 years in prison in the 1966 slayings of
eight nurses in Chicago.
"Due to the gravity of the offenses for which you were committed ... a favorable decision by this board would deprecate the
seriousness of the offenses ... and not deter others from committing
heinous crimes," Board Chairman Peter Kotsos said in announcing
the decision.
The board took only 10 minutes to decide against releasing Speck,
34, following private and public hearings.
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Opinion

Bikes Irk Walkers
By Margaret Hutchinson
The bike riders on campus are getting out of hand. In most
places around campus, riding bikes in a pedestrian area is not that
bothersome.
But, there are some places on campus where the bikes really
become a problem.
One such area is around the construction site for the new art
building. Pedestrian traffic between the construction trailer and the
UNM Bookstore is much narrower than it used to be. In places
there is only enough room for five people to walk abreast.

•u•••ummmm••••••m•n•nn•u••nmm••murn•n•••••mm•n•••u•m Letters .•un••••m••••••••••u•••••••••••••t••••u•••••••••••u••••uu••ruuu•rmn••r

A Commode for Literary Magazine
Editor:
The Thunderbird is defunct.
The daily newspaper must again
take up the task of literary outlet
for UNM's 20,000 students.
So what happened to the
money that was allocated last
year for the magazine? What
became of the people who
were chosen to fill certain
positions vital to the magazine's
existence?
What is to become of the
student scribblers of poetry and
fiction? What outlets have they
besides lunchroom napkins and
the flip side of chemistry notes?
One suggestion is that all the

stalls of every commode on
carnpus be papered to allow the
imagination free rein while one
is resting from the stimulusfilled life of such a megainstitution as we have thriving in
the middle of our throbbing city.
When the papers are covered
with witticisms and memorable
quotes, they can be taken off
the walls, rolled up, and sold in
the bookstore as literary supplements to the Daily LOBO. Or
else they can be buried under
the mountains along with our
bomb arsenals to be found and
marveled
at
by
future
generations.

ment was assured that they
would have no role in financing
the project.
During the summer our Computer Dating Committee and
the finance committee were not
in contact. The finance committee mistakenly thought that

... M'addox
(Continued from pnge 1)

Richard Phillips was taken to
court by his incumbent opponent,
Ruby Appleman, over his (Phillips)
certification as a candidate.
Appleman challenged Phillips
petition to be put on the ballot, and
subpoenaed Bernalillo County
Clerk Emma Gonzales to testify.
Mrs. Phillips said she went over
the petitions with Gonzales, and
found "105 proper signatures; we
only needed 64."

Voter Registration Works Well: But ...

Compute-A-Date Explains Budget
Editor:
Delta Sigma Pi would like to
apologize for the misunderstanding that surfaced in the
LOBO yesterday.
When our computer dating
project was in its initial stages
last summer, student govern-

When bikes come racing through this area it is a real hazard to
pedestrians. Just yesterday I was walking through this area and
was almost knocked down by a bike which was weaving in and out
of the students who were walking to class. The bike was going so
fast I didn't see how the rider could have thought he could avoid
the people who were walking.

One day a bike was going through this same artery of human
traffic (at a lesser speed) hooked its handlebars through a walking
"Humanity i love you," says student's purse and gave her quite a jolt.
e.e. cummings "because you
If nothing can be done legally to make the bike riders slow down
are perpetually putting the
considerably or just plain walk with their bikes through this
secret of
passage, then I would like to request that the bike riders in the
life in your pants and
University area be a little more cautious and understanding when
forgetting
they drive through the crowds of unfortunate walking StLJdents.
it's tliere and sitting down
on it
There are probably other areas on campus with this same
problem so maybe something can be done in the way of posting
and because you are
signs for bike riders.
forever making poems in
the lap
I know that I and other students would appreciate some sort of
control of, or cooperation from, the University bike riders.
of death ... "
J. Speer

Editor:
At last count, the nonpartisan ASUNM Registration

funding would be obtained
through the student government instead of from the fraternity.
Once the ASUNM Senate Bill
was
published,
President
Damon Tobias was immediately
notified of the error and was
assured that it would be withdrawn by Delta Sigma Pi when
the bill was put in front of the
finance committee.
The Computer Dating campaign was financed solely
through the Student Shoppers
Guide that the fraternity
published at the beginning of
the semester.
Mike Busch
Delta Sigma Pi

Committee had registered over
2000 UNM students to vote in
the upcoming general election.
This in itself is commendable
but there is something else that
should be mentioned.
On Tuesday, Sept. 14th, I
volunteered some of my time to
register students and was annoyed by the fact that there
were a couple of posters of
Democratic state legislator Dan
Lyon taped on the table that I

was sittin_g behind. Having met
Rep. Lyon in the past, I would
consider him a credit to New
Mexico politics but these
po.sters should not have been
displayed.

,~

'

In closing, if the ASUNM
Registration Committee contends that it is non-partisan it
should abide by its word.
George M. Coston

Yesterday, Richard Phillips was
denied certification as a candidate
because no declaration of candidacy
forms exist for. non-major party
candidates, Mrs. Phillips said.
Mrs. Phillips said further that
canidates 'of other minor parties in
the state, such as La Raza Unida,
have been certified using the
-existing major-party declaration
forms.
"If that's not injustice, I don't
know what is," Mrs. Phillips said.
"I don't know why she (incumbent
Ruby Appleman) is so hot to trot to
have any opposition."

by Garry Trudeau
MR. RUMS/fl, I /JON'T
THINK YcX' UNP!R5TANO.
I fU.4NT A PRIJGRAM lHAT
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I'oHc:y fl)r Lip Service-Noftc:es run thC! da.1
bC!fore and the day of the C!Vent, space available.
Notices arl! not accept~d by phone. Organizations
may pick up forms to mail to the LOBO, rm 138,
Marron Hall. Deadline for notices is 4:30p.m. thr
day before publication. The LOBO reserves the.
right to edit notices and delete those considered
inappropriate for this column•.
Altention Gra.dtJale Students: lntcrested in

getting a job? Register now with Career Services,
Mesa Vista, Rm. 2131.

The UNM Chapter of Phi Sigma Tau, the
philosophy honor society, will open its Friday af·
ternoon discussion sessions to the academic community at large. For further information, call 277·
2405.
• Oovernmcnt of Japan elfers stho!arshlps lo
students wishing to study in Japanese Univer·
.sities. Must. be willing to study Japttnese.
Deadline is Sept. 20. Contact,I~ynzee Brow11ing at
277·4467.
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By Rebekah Szymanski
The magazine racks in drugstores and in newsstands
are beginning to show signs of strain from many new
magazines.
There are publications dealing with almost any subject or hobby people show an interest in. They range
from Skateboard to Hosiery and Underwear and span
almost every possible subject between the two.
Alan Price, co-owner of the Newsland book and
magazine stores in Albuquerque, said one reason for
the upsurge in magazine publications is that "more
people are reading them. And I also think there's consumer resistance to the high price of entertainment
these days.
"Within the last six months there's been a real big
increase nationally in two types of publications. One
is with the regionals, like the New West and Texas
Monthly, with the same format as New York
magazine," Price said.
"There's also been a big increase in magazines
related to sexually oriented material," he said.
People are wanting to know more about how they
can lose weight, where they can go on vacation, how
they can build a waterbed, how they can revive their
houseplants or how they can revive their sex
lives-and the new magazines are attempting to answer those questions.

Instead of dealing with a subject on simply an introductory basis, as do many of the more well-known
major publications, these magazines exist entirely
because of the subject. In this way they are able to go
into greater detail, thereby providing much more information in a certain area.
Along with the wide range in subject matter, there is
also a wide range in the oddity of the magazine names.
Readers attractecl to the bold print declaring My
Delight might be surprised to learn that the magazine
caters to the interests of Christian teenagers-not
anything near what they had expected.
Farmers interested in improving the quality of their
livestock should steer clear of Oink! magazine. It will
probably appeal more to the tastes of a poet. Turkey
World, however, will most likely be of special interest
to the poultry farmer.
Some other magazine names are: Belch and Far/ (a
spoof on Gourmet Magazine), Chomp (for people
who like to eat out), Loon (a literary magazine), The
Peanut Farmer (about poanut fanning) and Swingle
(for people who like to participate in the "resultant"
relationship).
Price also said since the growth in magazine
publications over the past six months his stores have
been "doing over $10,000 in magazines per month."
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Funds Allocation
From GSA Asks
Dept. Participation

,

U. Studying N.M. Educational Changes

.....

The Univer3ity, at the request of efficient
and
economical
Gov. Jerry Apodaca, is conducting management, permit greater
a study of possible alternatives for responsiveness to citizen needs, and
reorganization of educational and make the best use of financial and
cultural agencies of the state,
· human resources.
Dr. Richard Tonigan, director of
The study is part of the the UNM Bureau of .Educational
Governor's effort to streamline Planning and Development and a
state government organizationally professor of education, is heading
in ways which will provide for more the project.
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By Tim Higgins
The Graduate Student Association (GSA) discussed its biggest
~ pr<:blem-lack of student participation-at its meeting Wednesday night,
.-<. whtch was attended by representatives from less than one-fourth of the
~ Graduate School's 42 departments,

.~

z

GSA President Bill Tryon said that the GSA is no longer allocating
funds to departments that do hot send representatives to the meetings, This
~ policy applies to Student Research Allocations, which arc granted to inp.., dividual .>tudents, and to pro-rated funds; which are based on the number
of graduate students in each department.
a;
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Specializing In
Personal Eye Wear
Serving New Mexico For 22 Years

J.F. Klipstine
Dispensing Optician
Mon.-Fri., 9-6- Saturday 9-1

298-2817

Suite 15
1704 Moon NE

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

BCMC Offers Emergency Care
each shift in the emergency room. at the hospital.
There is also a full back-up staff of
"Patients come from as far away
X-ray technicians, lab technicians, as Grants and some arrive by
senior medical students and ambulance, but the majority of
emergency technicians in training to them walk in off the streets," said
Key.
complete the staff.
The emergency room has 7
When a patient arrives, he is
cubicles and four fully equipped required to fill out a hospital
units ready for use, W)len the case questionnaire, The patiept is then
load is extremely heavy, hall space assigned a number for record
becomes full of patients on identification, and asked to sit in
emergency tables.
the waiting room.
The hospital is equipped with 7
Patients are placed in a cubical
telemetry units, a radio system· or trauma unit if available, Their
connecting field rescuers with heartbeat, pulse rate and temseriously ill patients with physicians perature are taken by a medical
technician. Tbis enables physicians
to attend to more patients by saving
the doctor time,
·Technicians are permitted to
draw blood, start IVs and attach
splints, Patients are seen by
physicians and the proper treatment is then administered.

UNM Tops Nation
In Spanish-Surnamed
Graduate Students

By Bill Halsey
In 1972 UNM had more Spanish-surnamed graduate students than any
other major college in the nation.
The Chronicle of Higher Education newspaper conducted a survey of39
colleges and universities with graduate enrollments over I 000. The survey
showed that in 1972, Chicano graduate students made up 10.4 per cent of
the total graduate school enrollment at UNM.
Graduate School Dean Bernard Spolsky said in 1975, 481 or 13.9 per
cent of UNM's graduate students were Spanish-surnamed, Spolsky said
minority enrollment at UNM approximates the percentage of members of
ethnic groups with college educations in New Mexico.
The survey also showed that women made up 42.6 per cent of the
graduate-student body in 1975.
Other schools with high Chicano graduate enrollments in 1972 were the
University of Rhode Island, California State College at Fresno and the
University of California at Riverside,

David Cooksey

AMAN

"Good day, this is Thursday,
Sept 15" is the message broadcast
to you today by the Telemessage
service of the Student Activities
Center. The telemessage is a
recording played on the phone
informing the caller of events in
and around the University.
The number 277-5243 will give
you a list of meetings, free movies
and videotapes in the SUB,
ASUNM activities, concerts,
speakers and meetings scheduled

"The weekly case load in the
emergency room averages about
100 cases a day, There are more
cases on the weekends because
adult clinics and pediatrics are
closed," said Key.
"With a case load of this size
problems arise," he said,
"Sometimes patients have hourlong waits, because of a minor
machine malfunction, or a seriously
injured patient needs our immediate attention,"

The Peace Corps ornce i~ nt Rm. 229, Ortega Hall.
rts hours are Tues., Thurs., and Fri. from 3:30to S:30
p.m.

SOLAS will hold irs first meeting

or

the year

Thurs., Sept. 16 nt 4 p.m. in the 3rd noor lounge of
Ortega Hall. The meeting is open to all Interested in
SOLAS. Events for the year will be discussed.

Don't study too hard, Take a break. Come to the

Treatment at BCMC is available
to everyone, although it is not free.
A basic $14 is charged and fees are
scaled to income.

dance this and every Thursday. The Wagon Wheelers
can teach you how. Dances are Cast <Jf Johnson Gym,
Rm. 176 at 7 p.m.

Planning and organizational meeting for the An·
thropological Club quest. Dr. David Schneider will
talk about U. of Chicago Graduate programs. lm·
portant meeting- Thurs., Sept. 16 at 4:30p.m. in
Rm. IO.S. Anthropology,
The UNM Judo Club will hold an organizational
meeting Sat., Sept. 18 at l p.m. in Rm. 142 of John-

son Gym. All inrercsted persons and members are
urged to attend.

ASUNM Registration Committee will hold
voter registration for all interested students at
Bandeller East from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day
You need to register to become a resident. For
more information call Dave Montague at 277·217fl
Chicano poets and writ<!rS from the Southwest will
conduct workshops and public readings this week.
Wed., Sept. 15 at 1:30 p.m. in 1he theatre of the
Humanities Bldg., Thurs., Sept. 16, Rm. 115, Mitchell ijall, Fri., Sept. 17, 10 a.m. in Chicano Studies
and 7:30p.m. in the Kiva.
The Book Store, a new project of the Friends o
the Albuquerque Public Library, is now open on
the downstairs level of the main library at Fifth
St. and Copper, NW. The store is open from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Women's Rugby Team practice Tues. and
Thurs. at 5:30p.m. at Johnson Gym field. New
people welcome.

Applications arc being accepted for openings On
the Women Studies Committee. Applications art?.
available at Rm. 233 in Marron Hall. They can also
be obtain<!d from Women Studies teachers and
members of the Women Studies Center.

COLE SLAW OR POTATO SALAD

free
4

WITH YOUR GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN ORDER
FOR A LIMITED TIME

Four ounces free with two piece order. Full
pint free with 10 or 16 piece family order.

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

OUR NEWEST AT 1830 LOMAS N.E. WITH DRIVEIN WINDOW - 5931 CENTRAL N.W, - 10015 CENTRAL N.E. - MONTGOMERY & JUAN TABO

H 0 U Rs ,•

11:00 AM to 10:00 PM sunday thru Thursday
11:00 AM to 11:00 PM Friday and Saturday

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR MENU - YOU'LL FIND IT ALL DELICIOUS
NO. 1 - Regular
2 pieces & roll .. , , . , 84¢
Dark. . , . , , , , , , , .. , . 94¢ ,
White , , .. , , ... , .. , 99¢
No.2- Large
3 pieces & roll , , . , , 1,29
Dark ........ ,,,,, 1.39
White ............ 1.49

No. 3 - Family
10 pieces &
4 rolls , , .. , , , . , , , . 4.19
No.4 - Picnic
16 pieces & 6 rolls , , 6.59
Jalapeno ...•... , . , .05

French Fries ... ,
Potato Salad , , .
Cole Slaw , ... , .
Coke, Dr, Pepper.
Root Beer , .

30¢ & 79¢
25¢ & 89¢
25¢ & 89¢
20¢ & 25¢

Tonigan said that all states which
have reorganized either state
government or state departments of
education during recent years have
been contacted for pertinent information. In addition, foreign
countries that incorporate administration of education and
rultural organizations into one
department are being studied,

-"'

All educational and cultural _
organizations in New Mexico have :g
been catalogued and located and "'
interviews have been or will be
scheduled soon with the heads of
such agencies, Tonigan said,

r--""~ @~lEP!~E'RE
WAITING TO DO YOUR COPIES!
Open Saturday
and Sunday for your convenience!
Front door-off street parking
coli 243-2841 for information
1712 LOMAS N.E. fAT UNIVERSITY AVE.)
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With
Ace Trucking Co.

Free
Sept~

NATIONALLY KNOWN
SPEED READING
COURSE TO BE
TAUGHT HERE
IN ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE
(Spec.) United
State~ Reading Lab will offer a 4 week
course in speed reading to a limited number
of qualified people in the Albuquerque area,
This recently developed method of
instruction is the most innovative and
effective program available in the United
States
Not only does this famous course reduce
your time in the classroom to just one class
per week for 4 short weeks but it also
includes an advanced speed reading course
on cassette tape so that you can continue to
improve for the rest of your life. In just 4
weeks the average student should be
reading 4-5 times faster. In a few mqnths
some students are reading 20-30 times
faster attaining speeds that approach 6000
words per minute. In rare instances speeds
of up to 13,000 wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate should read 7-10
times faster upon completion of the course
with
marked
improvement
in
comprehension and concentration.
..~r..,~ who would like additional
information, a series of free, one hour,
orientation lectures have been scheduled.
At these free lectures the course will be
'\\'ir.plaiMed--· in complete detail, including
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only
introductor~tuition that is less than onethird the cost of similar courses. You must
attend a'ly of the meetings for information
about the Albuquerque classes.

20 thru 24

SUB Ballroom Lobby
Sponsored By Student Activities

These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
accompanied by a parent if possible).

rr you

have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time consuming ... now you can!
'Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.
If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are a
business person who wants to stay abreast
of today's everchanging accelerating world
then this course is an absolute necessity.

These special one-hour lectures will be
held at the following times and places.

Thursday ,Sept.I6-Room 250C
Friday, Sept. 17-Room 250C
Saturday, Sept.18-250C
Monday, Sept. 20-250C
Tuesday, Sept. 21·250C
Wednesday, Sept.
Friday, Sept.24-250C
Saturday, Sept. 25-250C
The Meetings will be at
6:30PM & again at 8:30PM
On weekdays and at 1:30PM
Saturdays.
They will be held in the
UNM student union Buil~ing.
If you are a businessman, student,
housewife or executive this course, which
took 5 years of intensive research to
develop, is a must. You can read 7-10 times
faster, comprehend more, concentrate
better, and remember longer. Students are
offered an additional discount. This course
can be taught
industry or civic groups at
"Group rates" upon request. Be sure to
attend whichever free orientation that fits
best in your schedule.
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Any student or organization may
have their meeting, film, speaker or
special program announced on the
recording by request, Requests
should be made at the Student
Activities Center on the second
floor of the SUB.

Plrrlinn~

Monday and Tuesday

Tues.-11 :00 Theater Arts-Dance
12:30 Keller Hall As. Monday 10:30
2:00 Johnson Gym-Folk Dance Class

for that particular day. Friday's
recording will not only give you the
activities for the day but also a
summary of any events scheduled
for the weekend.

UNM Chess Club will hold regular meetings
this year on Thursdays, beginning Aug. 26, at 7
p.m., Rm 231 B·C in the Sun.
•

Interested students arc invited to attend the Jewish
Student Union Sat., Sepi. 18 at 8 p.m. at the In·
ternationat Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE tor party and

Free Lectures, Demonstrations
Mon.- J 0:00 Keller Hall-Music
10:30 Theater Arts-Costumes
3:30 Rodey Theater-Lecture-Demo

He said his group also will be
studying ways to coordinate the
delivery of cultural and educational
services to the state in order to
maximize the use of all resources.

';fhe task force already has begun
gathering and analyzing data from
New Mexico and other states.

~==~~~~~~~~~

Telemessage Informs
Students of U. Events

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

Presents

UNM Students Y2 Price
Tel. 277-3121

organization of the State Depar·
tment of Education and other stateeducational agencies to incorporate
the cultural entities into a single
system, Tonigan said,

In order to meet a Nov. 15
deadline, Tonigan has organized a
task force of UNM faculty
members from the departments of
public administration, political
science, education, and economics,
By Bill Halsey
as well as graduate assistants and
graduate students in educationalOne of the main objectives of the Black Student Union (BSU) this year
planning classes.
will be to establish a student-data bank,

The data bank will contain information on different courses being
offered at UNM. The files will consist of notes and work requirements
gathered by students who have already taken the courses, The data bank
will give students the opportunity to look up course information on the
subjects for which they are enrolled,
David Cooksey, coordinator for the Black Student Union, said the data
bank IS being organized and should be ready by the end of this semester.
Another objective of BSU for this year· will be generating funds to
operate and sustain such programs as the student-data bank. Dances and
other events are in the planning stage to raise money.
The Black Student Union has requested $578 from ASUNM for the
1976-77 school year. Ofthat amount, $468 will go to a work-study position
for a BSU secretary.
The remainder of the money will go for office supplies and a BSU
newsletter. The coordinator of BSU does not receive a salary,

Costs Scaled to Income

Popejoy Hall

America's Most Prestigious Folk Ensemble
48 Singers, Dancers, Musicians
Monday, Sept. 20-Subscribers Nite-8: 15 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 21-All seats available-8:15p.m.
Tickets-$8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00,$4.00

J

J,.obophoto

By Melanie Northrop
Physicians in white coats, a large
battered waiting room, distant
radio signals and a small child's
cries are only a few of the sights and
sounds of the emergency room at
BCMC.
"The BCMC emergency room is
a complex facility whose sole
At the meeting the GSA also planned to form a committee to replace its purpose is to give medical attention
to people with no doctor, regardless
constitution, which Tryon described as "outmoded.''
of their social or economic stanThe meeting was Tryon's last as president. Graduate students will elect a ding," said Dr. George Key,
new president and chairperson Sept. 21.
Division of Emergency Medicine.
Two nurses, two interns, medical
technicians and a physician, man

Imperial Optical Co.

The study, he said, will involve
all state organizations involved in
the educational-delivery system and
cultural organizations such as the
State Library, State Archives and
State Museums.
The educational agencies will be
analyzed from a functional perspective to determine what alternative ways might exist for

Black Union. Plans U. Data Bank
To Supply Information on Classes

vi

Tryon said that although attendance has greatly improved during the last
two years, an average of only 25 per
cent of the departments are
represented at the meetings,
Several
representatives said
informing graduate students about
GSA was a major obstacle to increasing their participation in it.
One representative asked, "If no
one in a given department is aware
of the GSA in the first place, how
can they send a representative to
lind out about it?"
Tryon said, "I think the
Graduate School should take more
of the responsibility for acclimating
new graduate students to the
-·' University and in general, provide
Bill Tyron
more support for the GSA.''
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Poet on the Loose

These Things Are Told

Photo by Dnn Herrcr*'

Dancing the Light fantastic

The UNM Ballroom Dance Club with the music of Chuck Guthrie and
the T~p Hats gave an exhibition at the Albuquerque Civic Plaza last
Friday night as part of a program sponsored by the Parks and Recreation
Department and the Music Performance Trust Fund. The next performance will be Oct. 2 from 4:30 to 6:30p.m.

Dennis Kane/The Things That Are edged world which will permit
Told
In
· Dreams/Self- none.
Looking through the book the
published/Free
·first
thing I noticed was that Kane is
Lobo Review
no
liar.
He has obviously looked
Browsing around in the Living
long
and
hard through the visible
Batch Bookstore I was attracted to
world
to
observe
the invisible, and
a little yellow chapbook by its
been
successful.
His book is
he
has
strange cover drawing. A firm-set
little man in a derby hat has his fists an honest effort to reverse that
process, to bring the unseen
rolled up against the odds.
I picked the. book up. It's called background forward, to use the two
The Things That Are Told In worlds to justify each other.
Dreams. it's five stanzas by Dennis
He begins with a poem affirming
Kane. Now wait, I know Dennis
an
open correspondence between
Kane! He's the guy who works (or
the
imaginative and objective
used to work) as a clerk at
worlds,
fusing them on an avenue:
Newsland downtown, who in a
transformed atmosphere might
look exactly like that derbied boxer
The things that are told in dreams
on the cover.
have been spoken
and do permeate daylight
The poems, it turns out, are the
through the hinged gate
atmosphere in which the bookstore
that leads to bright geometry.
clerk becomes the boxer. Each
stanza is about the world which
That's all! In five lines Kane
permits such outrageous tran- establishes a dream world, a
sformations, and about its "daylight" world of "bright
correspondence with the hard- geometry," and emotion of joy that

Required reading.
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thank god the two are not forever
separate, but the dream soaks the
daylight.
The third and fourth poems
repeat this process of permeation
established in the first, except the
object transformed by permeation
is the poet's own personality, not.
just the other things of the world.
Kane is getting ,more mystical here.
Without the process of transformation, he says, the body is as
cold and useless as a rock.

Photos by Bill Barrett:

Wes ffiC\son & Steve Hudson, Singing In the Rain

The Retutn of the
Lechetous von Leech

A taste of light,
which trickles like slow liquid
into my soul,
expands like the warmth of
brandy
to form a presence.

The Return of the Lecherous von the actors with. Fortunately for the
Leech [or That's Villainy, Part 2] theatres, the groceries are gone.
and Popcorn Gallery are the curBut I should get back to the play.
rent co-features at Tiffany's MeloThe
lecherous von Leech, disguised
drama in Ceril/os. Shows are at
7:30p.m. & 9 p.m. on Fri. & Sat. as a Chinese merchant, has a plan
.Call 1-471-2310 for reservations. to destroy his Rockhurst enemies.
Review by Bill Barrett
When no one is watching, he will
Thornton Fickleman, alias trade a five pound sack of onions
Ludwig "the Lecherous" von for the Rockhurst heir, leave a
Leech has escaped from prison. ransom note and head for Mexico.
Rumor that he has sworn vengeance Since the bumbling Dudley Dufus is
against the Rockhurst family (who there, it will be necessary to enlist
put him in jail in the earlier his unwitting aid.
melodrama) has reached Betsy
Rockhurst. And she is horribly
The profound lines start flowing
frightened because her husband, like water: " ... even the walls have
Randy, is away on safari in the ears as big as your mother's corwell-endowed
wilds of Africa, leaving her alone set ... my strong,
with the baby. Fortunately, Dudley husband ... all I need is one bite of
Dufus, a friend of the family is onion to regain my strength.''
there to help. Unfortunately, even
the mention of the lecherous von
Leech sends him into spasms of
fear.
If the plot sounds a little hokey
so far, well. .. That's the way it's
meant to be. Director and .author
Les Spindle sees the Tiffany's
melodrama as a continuation of a
theatre tradition which stretches
The fourth annual Border Folk
back at least as far as the Festival will be held at the Chamizal
Renaissance. Rude, bored people National Memorial on Oct. I, 2 and
would gather to watch some theatre 3. The event is sponsored by the
event and bring plenty of fresh to National Park Service, The
rotted fruits and vegetables to pelt National Folk Festival Association
and El Paso Friends of Folk Music.
It is open to the public and there is
no admission charge for the three
days of the festival. Lawn chairs
The theatre arts department of and blankets are in order, as all
UNM will present an evening of events will be held outdoors. A
dance films Monday, Sept. 20, at refreshment stand will be operated
7:30 p.m. in Rodey Theatre in the for those wishing to buy beer, soft
Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $1 at drinks and sandwiChes. Patrons
the Fine Arts Box Office.
may bring their own picnic lunch if
\
they desire.
The films include "RhythMusic will be provided by a
metron" with Arthur Mitchell and variety of artists including: The
\ the Harlem Dance Theatre; "Four Louisiana Aces Cajun Band; The
i Pioneers" with Martha Graham, Papago Indian Chicken-Scratch
j Doris Humprey, Charles Weidman Band; the City Limits Bluegrass
1 and
Hanya Holm; "Hopi Kat- Band; the Big River Boys;
: chinas," a Southwestern ritual; Applejack, and many other folk
"The Very Eye of Night" and Mariachi groups.
: choreographed by Anthony Tudor
The Memorial is located between
1 and filmed by Maya Deren, and Delta and San Marcial Streets in El
l "Rooms" by Anna Sokolow.
Paso.

I am like the stone
whose soft yellow light,
not seen
when its surface is too dry,
is released by water.
The final poem completes the
opening one. The first poem
established correspondence.· The
last one demands that the
correspondence is permanent and
unavoidable. All dreams, Kane
says, become words of their own.
And the spoken word is the
"hinged gate" of the first stanza,
the avenue from silence into fact,
from the invisible to the tangibly
real. Kane's book ends on the
optimistic note that dreams force
themselves through, giving life to
the world.
Kane's is a jewel of a book. Just
as the matter of the poems, the
book itself is a marvelous assertion
of Kane's imagination into the
world. Even if it is an assertion
against the odds.
Kane printed three hundred
copies of Dreams, which he is
distributing free of charge through
the Living Batch Bookstore. I
believe Kane knows that the
audience for poetry in Albuquerque
is limited, most of all for poems
which are not styled in the up-tothe-minute popular forms. Still,
Kane's book is a precious rare map
of the worth of living. It would be
to the community's loss if any of
the three hundred copies gather
dust in boxes. These are poems to
be read.

Border Folk
Festival

This Sunday & Next
With
.
Gold Rush the 17 & 18
And
L.B. Cottonwood
the 24 & 25
And A
Triple Pig Roast
Both Sundays At Noon
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Tonight

Cadillac Bob

Go 5 Miles N. of Bernalillo
To Algodones Exit

...

Overall the show is a funny
evening's diversion.

In one of the funniest scenes,
Steve Hudson is doing "Singing in
the Rain," looking somewhat Gene
Kellyish, umbrella and all. Then in

0

What Type Of People Sign Up For
ASUNM Computer Date Match?

1

~'

T

I
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Last Mile
Ramblers

... ... ...

the case of Gone with the Wind,
Tiffany's cures this with their
musical "Son of Gone with the
Wind."

In addition to the melodrama,
there is also the musical review,
Popcorn Gallery. Popcorn Gallery
is a tribute to the Hollywood film
spectaculars of the thirties. Some of
the songs are done seriously, but
most are done for the laughs.

I

2 Big Weekends

rt:•1976, PlayboY Publications

comes Wes Mason on his roller
skates to try and devilishly disrupt
the performance. Imagine where
Gene Kelly would have been if he
had had to face a maniac on roller
skates while singing in the rain.
Some of the Hollywood
productions weren't musicals. In

DQnce Films

\
I

fjt061{~1

Tiffany's also offers the theatre
goer something to do besides laugh
at the play. You can hiss and boo at
the villain. (Try doing that at a
performance of Othello.') Or you
can shout words of advice to the
hero. And best of all, for those who
have sat silently in the peanut
gallery for far too long, for a mere
$.25 Tiffany's provides peanuts to
throw at the villain. (Or the hero,
depending on your preference.)

Betsy Rockhurst (Joan Tejada) & Dudley Dufus (Steve Hudson)
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for Animal Love!
Sign Up Today
(ASUNM Computer Date 11atchl

Deadline Friday

While Earning Masters
\0

0

Frosh Football Tilt Cancelled!
Due To Lack Of Players

Former Pro .Helps Pack

~

Uy Stephen Smith
Larry Jaster, 33, a former majorleague pitcher who is at UNM
workin~ on a master's degree in

.
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Photo by 17m Gallagher
ac
t son 1eft and Rob Hoover try to pick up some tips from former ma ·or 1
·
cher Larry Jaster, now an assistant baseball coach at UNM.
IJ
eague ptt-

J

physical education, will be helping
Jaster's other fond baseball
with the Lobo's baseball program memories include being a member
in his spare time.
of the 1967 World Series Champion
In an interview, Jaster said that St. Louis Cardinals and a near
he chose UNM because it was one perfect game that he pitched against
of two schools that offered him an Tom Seaver and , the New York
assistant coaching position. Also he Mets. In that game Jaster pitched
said he was fond of Albuquerque 7¥3 innings before he allowed a Met
and the surrounding area.
to reach base.
Jaster is teaching 10 hours of
Jaster's career began to go
activity courses and should be at downhill after he was picked up by
UNM for at least a year, Jaster said the Montreal Expos in 1969. Used
that he hopes to land a college irregularly by the Expos Jaster's
coaching job after he finishes here.
record fell to one win and six losses
Jaster said that he picked up along with a 5.49 ERA.
some professional coaching exAfter 1969 Jaster did most of his
perience this summer with pitching in the minor leagues for
Savannah of the Southern League the Richmond Braves. Jaster said
where he served as an instructor.
that he began to look at school
He said velocity was the most more seriously after he had a couple
important thing for a young pitcher of good years at Richmond, but still
to have. He said that other facets of was not called back to the big
pitching, such as the delivery and leagues.
off-speed pitches, can be taught but
Jaster said that if he had it to do
"you have to have the arm."
over again he. would have comJaster
signed
his
first pleted his education before signing
professional contract with the St. a professional contract. He did,
Louis Cardinals in 1962 while he however, eventually earn his
was still in high school. He spent bachelor's degree in physical
seve~ years in the l)ig leagues
education.
runmng up a career record of 35
Jaster said that he would like to
wins and 33 losses along with an see a system of tryouts for college
earned run average of3.65.
teams where the players would cut
His best year was 1966 with the themselves. He said that former
St. Louis when he won 11 ball major leaguer Eddie Stanky has a
games. During that season he very successful baseball program in
earned national recognition by Alabama where everyone who
shutting out the Los Angeles wants to play ball is allowed on the
Dodgers five consecutive times.
school team.

Hy David Helling
The UNM freshman football
game against Arizona here
Saturday has been cancelled
because "We just don't have
l··~
enough people to play it," said
, , UNM head football coach Bill
Mandt.
Mandt said the rest of the freshman schedule has not yet been
cancelled. Mandt said the games
would be played if they had enough
people.
This Saturday the Lobo varsity
opens its season in El Paso against
the University of Texas-EI Paso.
UTEP is what is called a natural
rival. What this means is that the
normal NCAA restrictions on the
size of the traveling squad are lifted
for this game and the Lobos can
take any number of players to El
Paso that they want. This rule will
allow the Lobos to take more
players than they normally would
take, Mandt said.
The NCAA has a rule which says
football players can only play in 11
Pharo by Wendell Hunt
games during the regular season. It
The Albuquerque All-Stars won a tight battle from an Air does not matter whether they are
freshman or varsity games.
Force squad Sunday before 3,000 Sports Stadium fans.
The 30-scholarship limit imposed
by the NCAA makes it difficult to
field two teams, Mandt said. He The Freshman football team cancelled Saturday's game and
said the fielding of a freshman team is in danger of losing the rest of its schedule due t.o a player
"depends on the depth and balance
shortage.
of the squad."

AF Squad Kicked

By Albq All-Stars

Top UNM Women Tennis p·layers Bought It Yesterday
Advance to Sun City Open Finals Can't Stand It Today
Uy
Marty Zim bcroff
J
UNM s two top women tennis
I
Th erese Sullivan and
Payers,
Mindy Sherwood, went into singles
and doubles finals at the Sun City
Open Tennis Tournament, held
recently in El Paso, Tex.
Head coach Larry Lindsay said
both women played well as Sullivan
went into finals in doubles and
Sherwood went on to the singles
finals.
The tournament was rained out
all of and day and the players
started the action the next day at 8
a.m. and continued playing until
early morning under the lights.
Sherwood said that she had some
difficulty playing against her singles
opponent from El Paso, because of
the frequent lobbing of the ball
over the net by her opponent. "I
wa~n't
used to that type of
playing," Sherwood said. "My topspin second serve that Therese
tau~ht.me helped me very much,"
Sulhvan said, "! think Mindy
and I make a viry good doubles
team.''
The teams next tournament will
be at Greely, Colo. during the week
of Sept. 30 through Oct. I.
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Sell Or Trade
It At The

Hy George Gesner
The Albuquerque AI_I-Stars _
overpowered the GermanAirForc<::
team .5-1 Sunday before a record
brea~tng soccer crowd at the Sports
StadiUm.
More than 3000 persons witnessed the strong offensive attack
and brilliant defensive effort of the
Albuquerque team. The strength of
the team was the play of the
fullbacks and halfbacks as they
were quite ~ucce~sful in blocking
the Germans passmg lanes.
The local team scored first on a
blazing dire~t kick
ex-Olympic
player Serg,IO Garcia. .The team
responded nght away With a sharp
pass from Eddie Gonzalez to
Rodrigo Garcia who kicked the
round ball in for the second goal.
Gonzalez scored the third point
on a direct kick. The West German
team, training at Fort Bliss, connected on a penalty kick by Fokko
Rendenius for their onty score. The
Albuquerqueans went into the
locker room with a halftime lead of
3-1.
The fourth goal came later in the
second half on a penalty kick by exEngland pro fullback Peter Clench.
The final tally was a head shot by
Peter Gabriel who had a lot of close

·~J:.REETLITES

LOTHING
v-::_~XCHANGE

3004D Central SE noxttoDcH·Cily
266-5275

?Y

FOX

WIN298·5445
ROCK WI~~~,.
CEN!IR

Tonite At
8:00 & 9:30

Photo by Tim Gallgher

The top two .UNM women's tennis players, Therese Sullivan
(left} and Mmdy Sherwood had a good tourney in El Paso.
See story, left.

shots towards the end of the game.
The match was sponsored by the
Albuquerque Youth Soccer
Organization (AYSO). James·
McKenzie, Regional Commissioner
of A YSO said he was pleased with
the event and quite excited about
future soccer games. He said the
money would help finance AYSO
which has registered 1200 boys and
girls aged 6 through 18 to play
soccer.
The German team captain
Waldemar Jerold received the "red
carpet" from the Chamber of
Comme~ce before the game. Mayor
Harry Kmney displayed some fancy
footwork in the opening kickoff of
the game.

,~~€:~i~~~i)€:i:~
~

Attention Student
· Organizations!
fhe Deadline For · Rechartering Is September
17, 1976. For Further
Information Call The
Student Activities
Center
2n-470s

Tonight!
ASUNM Speakers
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when you save for security-with us

Ann Hershey

You can bank on a sure thing when you save with
us! Because we insure your savings up to $40,000!
That means that you never have to worry about loss
of capital. It's there when you need it, earning full
interest. We'll work out a savings plan just for you.
Convenient Hours
security
9:00AM to 4:00PM
Monday thru Thursday
9:00AM thru 5:00AM
Friday

September 16, Woodward Hall, 8:00pm
.Ann Hershey
Filmmaker-Artist

presenting her 30-minute film
"Never Give Up-Emogene Cunningham"
Speaking on "Woman, a Creative Agent'·
Tickets at SUB box office and at the door
Admission: $2.25 General Public, UNM student 75¢

r----,

7804 Central SE

255-0166

Markham
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I

I

savings
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205 Central & Girard
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rateo: 15cents per word per day, onedolr.r
mlnlmuJT •.~dvertiHementa run live or more
conaecut. ve days wltb no c::hanges, nine cen•
IN per word per day !no refunds II cancelled
before live lnBettlonoi, ClaBHlfied ad·
vertisemento must be paid in advance,

~

0

..0

r.tarr9n Hall room !31 or by mail to:
Classiiied ,\dvertlninp;, UNM Box 20,
Albuqaerque,N.M. 117131

0
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.....8X 1. PERSONALS
MARIA- DID YOU know the Grinder Factory at
ttl Cornell SE has t11e best buy, its Italian submarine
;..- sandwiches. Itsa nice quiet place w/sort music too.

V

::?.:

v J'v1e:t__~~~o_r~~~n~h_t~_li)'·_G~seppe. ~ ?(! ~- ____

Z
N

GIUSEPPE- YOU ARE right that Grinder Factory's
llalian sausage grinder with peppers and mushrooms

_.-~~

sure is a ,good buv at onlv If: I QO Th,. cmit=•r

nl~vf'r

was .~o romantic. Love, Maria. Ill Cornell SE.
0. 9/16
<1.1

"'

p.

----------~~------------~---

GRADUATE TUTOR NEEDED Art History 350.
Write or come by 604~ Duena Vista SE Apt. 0
(upstairs) after 6:00 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday only.
9/21

LET A PROFESSIONAL wrlter-edotor polish or rewrite your paper, dissertation, etc. 255·2064. 9/22
CLASSR~- Ti·r TRANsAc::i'i()NAD aluilysfs-b"e&iO:
ning Tuc~day Seplernber 21. Eight ~essions introduce
you to T.A. conccpt.s. And how to usc them in your
lire. 833-3687. 9122

llACKPACKilRS: THIS WEilK our largest col·
Jection to date of supple leather packs. Some with
sheepskin. Pile shoulder straps now at !.eatherback Tunk J.td. l07 Romero In Old Town jult
north ofCentrul. 9121

Btcvcr.rsTs! ouR ANNUAL ti;;,e::lip-sf,ecfai is
now 111 progre11. Wheels trued, brake\ und gears adJllltcd, chuin fHtd gear clu;ter cleaned and lllbricatcd,
handlebar< rctapcd. Regularly $15.00, now $9.00.
The Spinning Wheel, J09 Yale S.I'., 242-7888. 9117
fll 81-.E Cl A~~!i: C'OMri and find otil-wh~t<Cririur~
Is not laying. Don't abuse it. Newman Center IBIS
Las Lomas NE Tttcsdays 7-9 P.M. clamoom off
patio. lJ/20

1974 CAPRI V-6, excellent condition 16,000,
$3,000. Caii26R-743t. Larry. 9121
...
....
•---CYCLISTS, HIKERS: WE have the best leather
pack; in the cmmtry, conmuctcd from the mongcst of leather, built to last. Come in aml check tlwrn
out. Leatherback Turtle Ltd. 107 Romero in Old
Town just north of Central. 9121

tn.ECTRONIC AUTO TUNE-UPS t minor repair.~.
Experienced mechanic, reasonable. Gary, 345-0245 .
9/16
PASSPORT, TDf'NTlFICA TlON PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
l.SAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now, Call Prore.ssional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, 8425200. tfn

77
nno-v"w~C~A~M~PM~O~B~ITL~E-p~o~p~-t~o=p-A
M-;-·~FM~-g-as~/

LOST: GFOLOG Y 223 a bible and a Philosophy
book. Reward-Call Dcb243·2642. 9116
~- ~-~~-----~--·-~~-

LOST CALCULATOR SR-.51 Reward. 265·0080.
9/22
I.CJST- HEIRLOOM ·t;AMEc)";Tng--;;nd compact
Johmon Gym. New pool or Indies locker-room. 2558219aftcr7:00p.ll1. q!l6
-

3.

..

.

.. -

----~------

SERVICES

JAZZ/TAP CLASSES near UNM. Experienced
professional instruction. 242·3422 8:00-11:00 a.m.
9!22
NEED HELP WITH papers~ Typing, editing, re·
,i,ion, research, consultation: 281-3001, 9/21
I·I\MOliS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery i• '' block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special orde"ef'ice. tfn

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, LP Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

DISHWASHER SEARS HEAVY duty with hygienic
rinse, harvest gold with cutting board top. Call 266·
7155afler5p.m, 9/17
STERLING Sll.VER TWIST bracelets $6.50 to
$10.50. Caii898-0801. 9/21
DUE TO DIVORCE braod new 1977 Kirby, assume
payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty. 1S51S35. 9121
SACRIFICE. TEAC 33405, 6 months old, 10" reels,.
two Shure microphones and koss quad headphones.
Call266-7155afler5p.m. 9/17

5.

FORSALE

THE

FOUND: PUPPY IN area behind Okie''· Call after
6:00 24?.32117. 9116

2() PORTABLE T· V's, $30 to $60. 441 Wyoming NE,
255-5981. 10/18

4X4 TRAVEL-ALL 4 speed, ''49" CHEVY FLATBED 4 speed, "72" EL CAMINO auto, air. 247·
1006. 9116

I'OOT REF!. EX MASSAGE. Sessions last30-60minutes. I' or more in formation or appointment call
Chris Ditamorc 242-7613. Donation. 9117

THE

=6_

~-~----.------------~---~-

1966 DODGE CORONET, DEPENDABLil transportntion $195.00 after 5:00p.m. 266-8466. 9/21

!lARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers. a1Jt0 radios. In.'itall burglar alarms. 10% dis~
count for students with JD. Quick service. Used
TVs for sale. 9128

4.

LOST FEMALE SHEPHERD/Husky X 6 months
o!~·5:_:tf1 8_·1~3-~!~t~r 2:~ p.m. 9~._2_1_ _ __

·-----~----

-~r~-----~-~~

I LOVEYOUDoedoebirdl Les. 9/17
APATHETIC? PLAN THIS,-w-c""'ek:-e-n""'"d:--1""'J;-:-I;;V;;:E"""7to.
music at the Hokona Cellcr-Friday 8:30-12:30.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST MANUSCRIPTS,
9/16
resumes, legal & Medical. 266-4770. 9/17
DEARJoHN;·i w~nt to meet a few good men, Tell
mcwhattodo. 9/16
DEAR.. MARY,S.iON up--for an ASUNM Computer
Date Match. You can get up to IS matches with free
'75 KAWASAKI KS 125 dirt bike. 21" front end.
coupons nntl a free dance for all participants. Do it
New full knobbics. Expansion chamber. Great consoon because the post mark deadline is Frid~y 17th.
John. 9/16
dition. $450.00.293-5328 after 5. 9120
i--limoilr) 'loJ(~E/nicm)N tutor242:66s7: 9122 , OWNER TRANSFERRED CLOSING 1976 stereo
NJCI( SOiiR~{ididit't- ~ii!icc itto.thc duckpond last
equipment. Pioneer Sansul receivers, 8-tracks, reel
Thursday, but I had classes and the weather was
to reels, CO's, 40-50% off wh1le they last. 255-7534.
lousy. H you want, I'll meet you at Carrara's Pi7.za
9/21
some night and let Y•'U buy me a pizza or an eggplant
sandwich. Mary. 9117
SINGER SEWING MACHINE Left in layaway, not
claimed, Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19
LAST-Mii~E R"ii:M nC!llts This Sundny and next
at Rosa's Cantina with Triple Pig Roast. 867-9983,
and take machine. 25:1-7535. 9/21
9120
COLOR TV BRAND name, big screen, assume payWHAT IS PI Kappa Alpha? .It's a national social
ments of $7/month. New warranty. 255-7534. 9/21
fraternity with groups on 170 college campuses
with over 108,000 members and it's organizing
nJCYCI.ISTSI DON'T LOSE Your bike to thcives
now at New Mexico. It is meeting people and making
this year. Krptonitc and Citadel locks now In stock at
The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale SE, 242-7888. 9/17
. friends. We'd like to meet you. 242·00SI, 1801
Sigma ('hi Road. 9/16
J60 ACOUSTIC BASS AM/o bottom w/Sunn
Solarus lOp. lt'5 kinky bill sounds great ~00 for both
nr:Si-rRi(~iin lu-~cla"i;l~n: foot-loug hot
898-9273 after 7 p.m. 9122
dogs, 35¢, 11·3 Okie's. 9/30
JANSPORT BACKPACK AND lent. New. 255M.IM-E Exi•r!RtMEt~--1-~P.,rforming art< col·
8219 after 7:00p.m. 9/22
iective offers fall workshop beginning September
VIOLIN V. size w/bow & hard case $100.00. We 1
1I in mime acting, ~rcativc dramatics, folk dance,
VIOLIN 'A size w/bow & hard case $100.00. We
belly <lance, juggling, beginning guitar. Call 842·
trade for cameras, stereos, TV's typewriters, guns,
etc, Gunrunner Pawn 3107 Central NE. 9/16
1080. 9/17
. - ... ' -------~----~··------~-HIGH PERFORMANCE 68 C:iTO, 375 HP, loaded,
GONDOLA LOUNGE-OFFERING New Mexican
excellent condition. 277-5584. 9122
food, pizza and spaghetti with your favorite cocktail.
START YOUR OWN thea::-:t-::-er=--=-cl;::ta:-7in:-;K-;-o~d;::-a;:-k~l6mm
Quiet atmosphere-the other side of Pepino's. 4310
sound projector large remote speaker-it works
Central S.E. 9/30
special $99.00 Wilson Camera 3107 Central NE. We
------~- ...... ~--~---~--~--trade for cameras, lens, dark stuff, tv's typewriters,
BIRKENSTOCK FOOTPRINTS" SANDALS, lm·
etc. 9/16
ported clothing, scarves, and bedspreads at Wild
CLACULATOR HP-21 $00.00 Phone S-7 p.m. 247·
Rose, 29JOC'cntral SE. 9115
2029. 9/22
-~~~~------ ·---- ---~ --·-----=-- . -~..-~-----

LOST & FOUND

~

1974 CHEVYLUV TRUCK, AM-FM, 8-track, canvas camper, OJttras $2,550.00/offer 877-7153. 9/17

TAKE HOME THE world's finest coffee. Hippo
Ice Cream has the tastiest blends always fresh. 120
Harvard Dr.S.E. 9/17

--------~~~---------

2.

--~----~

collegiate crossword

heater 299-7955 after 6:00p.m. 9/16
BUY MY BODY! NIKON FTN-Body $200.00 or best
offer. 296-4258 evenings. 9/22

------------------

KING TENOR SAXOPHONE excellent condition,
Used 6 months. Call Michael at268-2648. 9/20
'65 FORD VAN ECONOLINE $500.00. Well loved.
Good condition. Come see evenings 3723 lith St NE
(upstairs), 9/20

FORRENT

CLEAN LARGE UNFURNISHED efficiency apt,

5 blocks from campus. Stove, refrigerator, & utilities
included. $145/rnonth 843-6033.

9/21

BEST FURNISHED APARTMENTS $150.00 bills
paid UNM one block. 205 Columbia SE. Call
manager 255-2685, 9/22

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WORK PART-TIME $400.00 per month, Call 2428152 3:00 till 5:00 only. 9/16
WANTED FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES interested in advertising, Good commission & cxper·
ience. Call 277-400Z between I:00-4:30 for an
appointment. 9/17

l

INTERESTING PART-TIME JOB one or two
students in Di~e Shop & Arcade. Hours available:
M-F7·11 p.m., Saturday 3-11 p.m., Sunday 2-IOp,m.
Some opportunity for study while working, Apply
at 939 San Mateo NE, between 10 a.m. & 3 p.m.
9117
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR new YWCA classes.
Part-time. Carpentry, folk dance, guitar, piano,
pottery, arts & crafts and others. Call 247·8841.
"'~~-

WORK STUDY SECRETARY leave name/phone
nurnberatNCH01815RomaNE. 9/17

/.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Ridclinc 265-9860 or
303-449-6670. lOIS

48 German pronoun
49 tide
1 Pocket the cue ball 50 Certain lodge
8 Airline company
member
14 Beforehand bargain 51 Fur coat material
15 Large shellfish
55 Wire measure
16 Shoots a gun again 56 Press - 17 Leaves
58 Solvent ingredient
18 Lady sheep
60 Incomplete
19 Noisy disturbances 61 Holy places
21 Part of NNP
62 Fitted within one
22 "God's Little --"
another
24 Slender fish
63 Garment workers
25 Italian seaport
26 Prearranged fight
DOWN
27 Jazz percussion
1 Butter, jam, etc.
instruments
29 Arabian seaport
2 Hair style
30 Elinor of the Met
3 Sports official
32 Gershwin piece, for 4 "-- was saying •. "
5 Infield covering
short
34 College courses
6 Liz Taylor role,
36 Track team
for short
39 Self-centered one
7 Red-letter woman
43 Newspaper item, for 8 Above: Ger.
short
9 Siestas
44 Makeup of cards
10 Longshoreman's
46 Football's - union (abbr.)
Graham
11 Whirlwind
47 Laminated mineral
12 Became a contestant
ACROSS

~
~

ACHTUNG! DER FLUG (Denver-Frankfurt) faint
um 20 Dczcmbcr abl Nur $399.00 hin und zuruck!
Schnell! Inter-Continental Travel Centre 107 Girard
Blvd SE. 25S-6830. 9/22

8.

MISCELLANEOUS
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PLANTS A'PLENTY discount prices 2" pols 99¢.
1623 Fourth St. NW-across from ANil Bank. 9118

13 Fate
15 Long Island
university
20 Extremely depressed
23 Type of peach
25 Low-pitched
woodwind
27 GraTTDI1atical
structures
28 Pitcher's statistic
31 Mr. Whitney
33 Slangy throw
35 Sailed
36 Aaron's specialty
37 Texas city
38 Comedian Don
40 First on the list
(2 wds.)
41 Wood or leather
worker
42 Like some bathing
suits
45 Whip
51 Created
52 Employed
53 Yearn
54 Type of insurance
57 Ending for
correspond
59 Mr. Conway

·,

-..... /

\

----~----------

SOUTHERN COLORADO RIVERFRONT. Lots or
acreage. Utilities, fishing, ncar ski area, choice wildcmcss. Priced right, terms or cash. 255·1729. 9120

'···r--

~ -·

'

·-

I

/

PRIDE MOTORS OFFERS speedy, reliable service of all makes of imported autos. All work is
guaranteed. Call us at 256-1763. 9/16
BICYCLE FRAME, OITANE 25 inches Reynolds
53 l throughout exocllenl condition. $130.00. Paul
Kelsey 813 #2Rio Grande Blvd NW. 9116
'75 HONDA 750, MINT condition, bell helmet,
many extras, $1,700.00. C_ll~.P~vc 982-0061. 9/16
VIKING HUSGNAONA NEW model6440 open arm
automotive take over payments of $9.85 a month.
2S5-7534.

1974 VEGA 'VAGON~-4--Sp~d. good condition.
Must sell. $1,450.00/offcr. 256-7828.

9111
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lTS NOT DOING 100 &D WHEN YOU

FI60R.E 11-IE OUTSIDE TEMPEI<AllJRE
16 MlNUS \7130 a .'
1

New Mexico Daily Lobo
·Please place the following classified adveftisement in ·the New MelCico
{)'aiiV Lobo
tim·etsl beginning
, under the heading
(circle om!)_: 1. Personals;. 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 5
for Sale: 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word. $1.00 r:ninimum charge
Terms Cash jn advance

Marron Hall, Room 132

. Enclosed $ _ __

/

Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone

Mail To
UNM Box 204· University of New Mexico,
Albuquerquej New-Mexico 87131

